
1. Supplementary Materials
1.1. More Implementation Details

We disable the Thing-Class ImageNet Feature Dis-
tance(FD) [1] for all methods [1, 2] containing it. It is a
regularization technique that uses ImageNet features which
are trained from objects to provide guidance to segment ob-
ject classes, which is inappropriate for segmenting semantics
parts of object. In addition, we use the distribution-aware
pixel contrast for SePiCo [3].

The tiger-like animals set contains the following classes
from PartImageNet [4]: n02129604, n02125311, n02128385,
n02130308. The horse-like animals set contains the fol-
lowing classes: n02403003, n02415577, n02423022,
n02408429, n02412080, n02422699, n02437312,
n02422106, n02417914.

1.2. Random Texture for SMAL Synthetic Data

In the CAD synthetic data, half of the synthetic images
have real textures provided by the CAD models, which is
shown in Figure 1, while the other half are using random
textures(paste random real images on the 3D models without
any UV mapping). However, we do not use real textures
in SMAL synthetic data generation. We have the following
two reasons: (1) SMAL models do not have textures and
generating high quality textures for SMAL models with fit-
ting algorithms like SMALR [5] requires a set of real images
from comprehensive viewpoints which are hard to obtain
in our case. (2) Table 1 shows training on synthetic tiger
with random textures only has significant better performance.
This implies the "real" textures provided with CAD mod-
els are not realistic enough and still have large domain gap
with real tiger’s and tiger-like animals’ textures although
they are visually more similar to real than random textures.
For amazing performance achieved by random textures, we
think one possible main reason is the domain randomization
give the model better generalization ability to other domains.
Another possible reason is that semantic parts of animals
often have similar appearance which lessen the importance
of realistic texture for part segmentation.

1.3. Visualization of SMAL Fitting Results and Syn-
thetic Data

We have used more extreme viewpoints and larger range
of camera distances than previous work [6,7] when rendering
the synthetic data. Furthermore, we use transformations
(translation and rotation) to produce more position variations
to reduce the domain gap between real and synthetic. The
visualization is shown below in Fig 2.

1.4. Visualization for Tail Ambiguity

The tail ambiguity refers to the difficulty of distinguishing
between tails and horns in our model (shown in Fig 3). In

our case, horns should belong to animal head class while our
models often predict them as tail. This tail ambiguity prob-
lem makes our Class-Balanced Pseudo-Label Re-Weighting
(CB) approach fail to be applied for tail class since we can
not be confident enough in these tail predictions. As our
synthetic data does not contain animals with horns, it also
indicates that the part segmentation model currently lacks
the capability to handle unseen parts.
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Table 1. Ablation of Animal Texture. The real textures refer to training on 5000 CAD synthetic tiger images with the real textures provided
with CAD models. The random textures refer to training on 5000 CAD synthetic tiger images with random textures from real images. The
test set are tiger-like set. Numbers are averaged over 3 random seeds.

method
texture

head torso leg tail bg mIoU
real random

SegFormer
✗ ✓ 71.44 46.94 35.01 22.29 83.86 51.91
✓ ✗ 57.69 26.65 28.42 24.36 78.49 43.12

Figure 1. Real Texture Provided in CAD Synthetic Data.



Figure 2. More SMAL fitting results and their corresponding SMAL synthetic Data.

Figure 3. Failure Examples in Classification of Tails and Horns(belonging to Head Class).


